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Introduction to Phase ONE 

Phase ONE - Understanding: Here the pitcher is learning all about the Key Drivers of 

a powerful pitching delivery. There is no one “perfect model” when it comes to 

pitching mechanics. Every athlete is unique and should be allowed the freedom to 

develop his own style. That’s why in the 5 Power Move videos you’ll see examples of 

hard-throwing big league pitchers with different styles. Focus on the things these 

pitchers do the same (or similar). 

Even if a pitcher is beyond this early motor learning phase, it may be necessary to 

revisit it. At the very least, developing a deeper understanding of powerful pithing 

mechanics by reviewing the 5 Power Move Videos and Amateur Sample Videos will 

serve as a guide and inform his continued development.  

After developing an understanding and good mental picture of the pitching delivery 

(and what he might look like and feel like performing it), the pitcher should start the 

process of feeling his way through these movements.  

As with the way Fitts & Posner characterize this phase, movements at this stage tend to 

be slow and inconsistent. The athlete has to think consciously about the movements as 

he performs them. Mirror Work and Dry Work should make up a big part of a 

pitcher’s training in this phase… Why is this important? 

There is NO FEAR of failure! This is huge. Let me explain… 

Pitchers who are either just learning these movements or attempting to replace old 

muscle memory will find their movements inconsistent and difficult to control in this 

early stage. If they immediately move on to throwing live or pitching to a target, their 

focus will shift solely to being accurate… tough to do when you are thinking 

consciously about your movements. The FEAR of missing the target will interfere with 

their movements.  

By performing these movements without a ball - doing “dry” work or practicing in front 

of a mirror - the pitcher can focus consciously on his movements and his delivery 

without worrying about the RESULT. All of his focus is on HOW he is moving without 
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fear or tension. What does it look like, what does it feel like. Movements will be slower 

and more deliberate in this stage as the pitcher feels his way through things.  

Pitchers can then move on to throwing, but with most of his attention on moving well 

and less emphasis on hitting his target. Video can be reviewed periodically for 

feedback and to track his progress.  

When To Dive Deep And When To Revisit 

Ultimately, deep Phase ONE work is best suited for the off-season where a pitcher can 

practice more without the demands of in-season competition (where command and 

throwing strikes is the name of the game).  

That said, even during the season, a pitcher can use dry work and mirror work on a 

regular basis to reinforce good movement patterns. And for many young pitchers 

where habits are less imbedded, they are already operating in either Phase ONE or 

TWO, so interfering with their mechanics is less of a concern. 

Phase ONE is where a pitcher begins the road to developing a consistent pitching 

delivery. In Phase TWO things will become smoother, and in Phase THREE the pitcher 

is largely operating without having to think about his mechanics at all.  

From time to time, it will make sense for a pitcher in Phase TWO or THREE to revisit 

Phase ONE - particularly when coming off a long layoff (injury, etc.) or when a major 

inefficiency has been identified and needs correcting. 

 


